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Growing up, Ashley would send her father to their local library, where he'd
always be surprised to find bags of books waiting for him versus just one
or two books. She's always dreamt of giving to readers what so many
great authors gave to her: an escape, an adventure, and a love for
thousands of well-thought-out words printed in the form of a book, not
letting them tear away from it easily—or for very long. Ashley resides in
Northern California with her husband and two adorable, feisty little girls.
When she's not writing, she's reading. There are two major takeaways
Ashley hopes readers have upon finishing THE IMPOSSIBLE GIRL. 1. Always
believe that something magical is about to happen. 2. Remember: difficult
does not mean impossible. 
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"... an easy mix of narrative descriptions,
inner thoughts, and realistic, middle-
grade dialogue. Ava is a likable character,
good-hearted in spite of the hand she’s
been dealt. Her new friends are
charismatic and her archenemy’s over-
the-top spiteful. The setup has distinct
Harry Potter vibes, but such is the depth
of the author’s imagination that the
similarities don’t come across as
derivative or stale. ... middle-grade
readers will dive into Ava’s adventures
and find themselves carried along, railing
at injustices and eagerly awaiting the
next installment. A fast, fun friendship
tale full of magic and misfortune." Kirkus Reviews

"Author Ashley White has crafted a superb fantasy work that will certainly
entertain both middle grade and young adult readers with its unique
premise, exciting worldbuilding, and charming cast of characters. An
unmissable read."

What Reviewers Are Saying ...

5 STARS - Reader's Favorite



Creatures that go bump in the night call her The Impossible
Girl.

Ava Marie Jones is a Lost One. A magite sent out at birth to the
mortal realm, no knowledge of who she is or her powers, until
she's called home to Xarcadia on her thirteenth birthday.

The magites who call this "underworld" home live under the
strict dictates of The Registry-and Ava will have to do the
same. That starts with enrolling in Linhollow Academy for the
Supernaturally Gifted.

A target is placed on her back once it's discovered Ava's the
only magite since The Registry's inception to not be tagged or
able to be tagged in its omniscient system. Powerful magites
fear what this could mean and view her as a threat to a way of
life that has kept their "underworld" safe for three hundred
years.

With all eyes on her, including two oversized shadows from
The Registry watching her every move, Ava must toe the line
as Resistance Riders, kelpies, near-death experiences, and
other dangers follow her everywhere.

In this new world where she shows incredible promise in her
craft, Ava will learn that getting to the bottom of her
unexplained existence will take her down a perilous path
where a dark secret lurks-one dangerous enough to disrupt
the entire order of The Registry and jeopardize her life and the
lives of her new friends.

Fall in love with this new series from debut fantasy author,
Ashley White. For fans of J. K. Rowling and Rick Riordan, The
Impossible Girl will be the perfect novel to add to your
collection.

www.books2read.com/TIG
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Ashley is a caring and passionate
speaker who loves to share about the
author journey! She's encouraging,
uplifting, and cares about the author
community, spreading the love of books
wherever she goes. She's spoken at
middle-grade author events and would
love to speak to your audience about
the author world of fantasy!   Author

Workshops

Fantasy

Ashley White is available for virtual and onsite speaking events! 

Available for Middle
and High School,
Library, Church,

and Organization
Visits!

Contact Ashley White today at 
ashleywhitewrites@gmail.com to

book her for your next event! 

Ashley White, 
Author & Speaker
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